
Babylon

MAN WITH A MISSION

From nowhere footsteps with the chore
Penetrating wind Surrounds the floor
Babylon The cesspool of evil
Lost and abandoned spirits comes for more

One-way gate with no coming back
The rotten smell I can't explain
We laughed with all our might
Not knowing if we can see each other again

Think again Think again what can I do
Looking up looking up what will I prove
Confront the endless method
Denial Betrayal of all what I went through

I urge find the answer
Running and running to focus the path ahead
One day I'll die like the others

But crawl my blurry future to the,,,

What you see is the Babylon
Gotta seize to be free again
Only we slay the evil off
Let us see where do we ascend

What you see is the Babylon
Gotta seize to be free again
Only we slay the evil off
Let us see where do we ascend

As endless stairs stretch in the dark
The wicked one's and dread befalls
Babylon the cesspool of evil

The unknown traps attack us on and on

And all the knights defeated down
I could not give the words to them
Those soldiers with no looking back
Don't know if we can reach our home again

Jiggling Jiggling fear in my mind
Strangling Strangle it what have I got
One thing that faith requests
Is always believing in yourself or not

Betray all my weakness
I'm swinging and swinging the sword with all my might
Just one thing we protect
To complete our holy one last mission

What you see is the Babylon
Gotta seize to be free again
Only we slay the evil off
Let us see where do we ascend

What you see is the Babylon
Gotta seize to be free again



Only we slay the evil off
Let us see where do we ascend

Fire flames spreading through the floor yeah turn it into hell
The last final war outbreaks with the bell

So huge so cruel the overwhelming enemy we fear
And it goes over and over raging roar is all I hear

Let it be desperately we hold our tattered mind
I strike with all my power and nothing else behind

One day we'll triumph all the curse ,every shadows cast
Bring us back ourselves and everything at last

Run away
Give it up
Let it in
That's enough
Come down to join us
And now you're one of us again

Yes you're one of us again
Yes you're one of us again
Yes you're one of us again
You fight to see the light but you are one of us

Inhale the illusions all of them that make us fucking blind
Utter sick diffusion as the lie spreads doping every mind
One day we'll seize the ever truth defeat the spell they cast
Bring us back our life ourselves and everything at last

Run away
Give it up
Let it in
That's enough
Come down to join us
And now...

Feeling my soul is saved in the end
Leaving this place along with you my friend
Back home
Along with you my friend
I'm back home
Back from nowhere

Even the ghost's are ready to ascend
Leaving regrets and all the fear my friend
Back home
Would you be there my friend
Back home
Back from nowhere

yes I'm going home
would you be there my friend

Back home
Will I see you again
Back home
Back from nowhere

I'm going home
along with you my friend
Back home



Would you be there my friend
I'm back home
Back from nowhere's end
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